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QUESTION 1

Which Cisco DNA Center RESTful PNP API adds and claims a device into a workflow? 

A. api/v1/fie/config 

B. api/v1/onboarding/pnp-device/import 

C. api/v1/onboarding/pnp-device 

D. api/v1/onboarding/workflow 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

An administrator is establishing a new site-to-site VPN connection on a Cisco IOS router. 

The organization needs to ensure that the ISAKMP key on the hub is used only for terminating traffic from the IP
address of 172.19.20.24. Which command on the hub will allow the administrator to accomplish this? 

A. crypto ca identity 172.19.20.24 

B. crypto isakmp key Cisco0123456789 172.19.20.24 

C. crypto enrollment peer address 172.19.20.24 

D. crypto isakmp identity address 172.19.20.24 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/ios-xml/ios/security/a1/sec-a1-cr- book/sec-crc4.html 

#wp3880782430The command "crypto enrollment peer address" is not valid either.The command "crypto ca identity ..."
is only used to declare a trusted CA for the router and puts you in the caidentity configuration mode. Also it should be
followed by a name, not an IP address. For example: "crypto caidentity CA-Server" -> Answer A is not correct.Only
answer B is the best choice left. 

 

QUESTION 3

Which Cisco ISE feature helps to detect missing patches and helps with remediation? 

A. posture assessment 

B. profiling policy 

C. authentication policy 

D. enabling probes 

Correct Answer: A 
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Posture assessment is a feature of Cisco Identity Services Engine (ISE) that helps to detect missing patches and helps
with remediation. It assesses the security posture of endpoint devices connecting to the network by checking for
compliance with security policies and identifying any vulnerabilities, such as missing patches. Once non-compliant
devices are identified, ISE can take appropriate actions, such as quarantining the device or providing instructions for
remediation. 

 

QUESTION 4

What is the concept of continuous integration/continuous delivery pipelining? 

A. The project code is centrally maintained, and each code change should trigger an automated build and test
sequence. 

B. The project is split into time-limited cycles, and focuses on pair programming for continuous code review. 

C. The project is split into several phases where one phase cannot start before the previous phase finishes
successfully. 

D. Each project phase is independent from other phases to maintain adaptiveness and continual improvement. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Refer to the exhibit. 
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A network administrator configured a site-to-site VPN tunnel between two Cisco IOS routers, and hosts are unable to
communicate between two sites of VPN. The network administrator runs the debug crypto isakmp sa command to track
VPN status. What is the problem according to this command output? 

A. hashing algorithm mismatch 

B. encryption algorithm mismatch 

C. authentication key mismatch 

D. interesting traffic was not applied 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

How is ICMP used an exfiltration technique? 

A. by flooding the destination host with unreachable packets 

B. by sending large numbers of ICMP packets with a targeted hosts source IP address using an IP broadcast address 

C. by encrypting the payload in an ICMP packet to carry out command and control tasks on a compromised host 

D. by overwhelming a targeted host with ICMP echo-request packets 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

Which capability is exclusive to a Cisco AMP public cloud instance as compared to a private cloud instance? 

A. RBAC 

B. ETHOS detection engine 

C. SPERO detection engine 

D. TETRA detection engine 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

Which Cisco solution does Cisco Umbrella integrate with to determine if a URL is malicious? 

A. AMP 

B. AnyConnect 

C. DynDNS 
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D. Talos 

Correct Answer: D 

When Umbrella receives a DNS request, it uses intelligence to determine if the request is safe, malicious or risky --
meaning the domain contains both malicious and legitimate content. Safe and malicious requests are routed as usual or
blocked, respectively. Risky requests are routed to our cloud-based proxy for deeper inspection. The Umbrella proxy
uses Cisco Talos web reputation and other third- party feeds to determine if a URL is malicious. 

 

QUESTION 9

Refer to the exhibit. 

What is a result of the configuration? 

A. Traffic from the DMZ network is redirected 

B. Traffic from the inside network is redirected 

C. All TCP traffic is redirected 

D. Traffic from the inside and DMZ networks is redirected 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/docs/security/asa-firepower-
services/118644-configurefirepower-00.html 

 

QUESTION 10
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A network engineer is configuring DMVPN and entered the crypto isakmp key cisc0380739941 address 0.0.0.0
command on hostA. The tunnel is not being established to hostB. What action is needed to authenticate the VPN? 

A. Change isakmp to ikev2 in the command on hostA. 

B. Enter the command with a different password on hostB. 

C. Enter the same command on hostB. 

D. Change the password on hostA to the default password. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

Which two solutions help combat social engineering and phishing at the endpoint level? (Choose two.) 

A. Cisco Umbrella 

B. Cisco ISE 

C. Cisco DNA Center 

D. Cisco TrustSec 

E. Cisco Duo Security 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

QUESTION 12

An organization has noticed an increase in malicious content downloads and wants to use Cisco Umbrella to prevent
this activity for suspicious domains while allowing normal web traffic. Which action will accomplish this task? 

A. Set content settings to High 

B. Configure the intelligent proxy. 

C. Use destination block lists. 

D. Configure application block lists. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.umbrella.com/deployment-umbrella/docs/what-is-the-intelligent- proxy 

 

QUESTION 13

Which two capabilities of Integration APIs are utilized with Cisco DNA Center? (Choose two.) 

A. Upgrade software on switches and routers 
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B. Third party reporting 

C. Connect to ITSM platforms 

D. Create new SSIDs on a wireless LAN controller 

E. Automatically deploy new virtual routers 

Correct Answer: BC 

IT Service Management (ITSM) minimizes handoffs, reduces duplication of issues, and optimizes processes by
integrating the Cisco DNA Center platform into incident-management, change-management and problem-management
systems. It also integrates the Cisco DNA Center platform into approval- and pre-approval chains, and it links the Cisco
DNA Center platform with formal change- and maintenance-window schedules. 

The platform also integrates with Reporting and Analytics capabilities for capacity planning, asset management,
compliance control, and auditing. The Cisco DNA Center platform boosts IT efficiency and automation by integrating
seamlessly with other IT systems through RESTful APIs. 

 

QUESTION 14

What is an advantage of network telemetry over SNMP pulls? 

A. accuracy 

B. encapsulation 

C. security 

D. scalability 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 15

For a given policy in Cisco Umbrella, how should a customer block website based on a custom list? 

A. by specifying blocked domains in me policy settings 

B. by specifying the websites in a custom blocked category 

C. by adding the websites to a blocked type destination list 

D. by adding the website IP addresses to the Cisco Umbrella blocklist 

Correct Answer: C 
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